
 
 

  

Product Test Results 
 

TRU-SPEC® 24-7 Series® 3-in-1 Parka 
TRU-SPEC® by ATLANCO 

Overall Score: 4.59 
 

TESTER 1 
Tested by a police officer from Illinois 
 
Design: 4 
Performance: 5 
Ease of Use: 4 
Size: 3 
Quality: 5 
Durability: 5 
Storage: 
Versatility: 5 
Convenience: 4 
Application: 5 
Comfort: 4 
Accuracy: 5 
Cleaning & Maintenance: 5 
Individual Score: 4.5 
 
This jacket is really amazing. I would have given it all 5's except for the fit is a little large in the 
torso and arms. A women's fit would rectify this and the jacket would score perfectly then. I like 
that the jacket is extremely functional but also looks good as an on-duty and off-duty item. I 
love that you can add or subtract layers, this comes in handy especially in Chicago. The length 
of the jacket is also nice, I do not like waist length jackets, I prefer my gun be covered off duty 
but if on duty the jacket still allows accessibility. Overall, a very nice jacket and really the only 
jacket you will need. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

  

Product Test Results 
 

TRU-SPEC® 24-7 Series® 3-in-1 Parka 
TRU-SPEC® by ATLANCO 

Overall Score: 4.59 
 

TESTER 2 
Tested by a police officer from Illinois 
 
Design: 5 
Performance: 4 
Ease of Use: 4 
Size: 5 
Quality: 5 
Durability: 5 
Storage: 4 
Versatility: 5 
Convenience: 4 
Application: 5 
Comfort: 5 
Accuracy: 
Cleaning & Maintenance: 5 
Individual Score: 4.67 
 
I had the opportunity to demo the 3 in 1 24-7 parka by TRU-SPEC®. I wore the jacket almost 
every day since receiving it here in Chicago and can attest that it passed the most important 
test; it is very warm. The liner is very comfortable and can be worn separately as a jacket on its 
own. The inner lining does not pull away or ride up when being worn. The lining is very secure 
when inside the jacket. The parka has a hood that is concealed in the collar of the jacket. I have 
tried similar jackets that stored the hood in this fashion and felt that the collar in those jackets 
was too high and/or bulky. The collar with the hood concealed was extremely comfortable and 
unnoticeable. The jacket has no shortage of pockets and their locations make them easily 
accessible. The jacket also has zippered openings which are to be used as vents. I found no use 
for these vents not to say someone else may need them. The zippered openings on the jacket 
were all well constructed as was the exterior shell. The jacket that I received came in black. It 
was easy to clean and most dirt was able to be brushed off or wiped off with a damp rag. The 
jacket has the ability to have police identification drop down patches. These were not included 
but I could see how they were attached. A drop down could be attached across the back and 
beneath one of the chest pockets. Overall the jacket is very comfortable, warm and durable. I 
have already recommended the jacket to other officers based on my use of it. 

 


